Functional debugging dominates both development time and cost of modern design process. Two dominant debugging techniques are simulation and emulation. Neither of them provides an adequate debugging solution. Design simulation is two to ten orders of magnitude slower than functional execution with respect to the fabricated design. Design emulation and fabrication provide high execution speed, but also demonstrate very serious disadvantage: they signi cantly restrict the observability and controllability of majority of variables in the design.
Introduction

Motivation
Functional debugging dominates both development time and cost of modern design process. For example, the UltraSPARC design team reported that debugging e orts (mainly architecture and functional veri cation) took two times longer than the design activities Yan95] . Similarly, the Hitachi design team reported that speci cation of the GMICRO 500 microprocessor took less than 36 man-months, functional design took 80 man-months, standard cell design took only 3 manmonths, physical design took less than 24 man-months, and nally, debugging e orts took more than 270 man-months Nar93]. Extensive consultation with designers and CAD tool developers in large and small, US and Japanese, IC and CAD companies suggested similar design e ort distributions Gue97], Ku97], Wak96]. The key technological and application trends indicate that the cost and time expenses of debugging follow sharply ascending trajectories. The technological trends inducing additional constraints on debugging are mainly related to increasingly reduced design observability and controllability. Two most directly related factors are rapid growth in the number of transistors per pin in each new generation of designs and the increasing levels of hardware sharing due to increasing clock speeds. Higher levels of hardware sharing are associated with more complex information ows in application speci c systems.
For example, the analysis of physical data of state of the art microprocessors (following Microprocessor Report data) indicates that in less than two years (from late 1994 to middle of 1996) the number of transistors per pin increased by more than a factor of two, from slightly more than 7,000 to 14,100 transistors per pin. While in 1994 eight microprocessors had a total of 16.1 million transistors and 2,296 pins, in 1996 nine microprocessors had a total of 53.4 million transistors and 3,781 pins. Wider perspective on the trend of huge discrepancy in growth of number of transistors and pins per chip is shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1a points to the fact that the packaging technology has showed signi cant improvements over the past two decades. However, the rapid decrease of the silicon feature size has resulted in even higher ascending amount of available resources (transistors/gates) on chip. In Figure 1b , collected transistor per pin ratios for the most popular general purpose processors over the past three decades clearly point to the resulting exponential semiconductor over packaging technology trend.
The size of an average embedded or DSP application has been approximately doubling each year, the time to market has been getting shorter for each new product generation, and there has been a strong market need for user customization of application speci c systems. These three application factors have resulted in shorter available debugging time of increasingly more complex designs. Finally, design and CAD trends which additionally emphasize the importance of debugging include design reuse, introduction of system software layer, and increased importance of collaborative design. These factors result in increasingly intricate functional errors, often due to interaction of parts of designs/programs written by several designers/programmers.
Although, in software compilers, debugging has been long recognized as one of the crucial compilation utility tools, until now only a very limited e ort has been devoted to research on debugging as part of synthesis process. This is mainly due to the limited controllability and observability of storage elements in IC designs, which makes design debugging dramatically more di cult than software debugging.
The existing, widely employed, approaches for functional debugging are either design simulation, or chip emulation or fabrication. Design simulation is typically run on a workstation environment and results in an arbitrary accurate overview of the simulated architecture. Unfortunately, simulation is an extremely computation intensive process and results in two to ten orders slower functional execution in comparison to the fabricated chip. Most important, the actual simulation speed heavily depends on the simulation accuracy. Emulated or fabricated designs on the other hand provide real-life execution speed and yet extremely limited observability and controllability of the design internal structure.
The novel ideas proposed in this work advocate development of a new paradigm for debugging and design-for-debugging of integrated circuits. The paradigm integrates design emulation and simulation in such a way that the advantages of the two are combined, while the disadvantages are eliminated. The debugging technique is fully transparent in a sense that it can be used in conjunction with any existing or future synthesis system or manual design approach as a postprocessing step. The presented debugging approach aims at including debugging criteria in the design process as integral design objectives.
The New Approach
In order to explain further the proposed debugging process we introduce the notion of a complete cut of a computation. A complete cut is a set of variables generated within one computation iteration which bisects all possible paths in the control data ow graph. Such set of variables fully determines the state of the machine between two iterations, i.e. the set of primary inputs and the optimal cut of a particular iteration fully determine the set of primary outputs of the same computation iteration.
The functional debugging process, depicted in Figure 2 , includes four standard debugging procedures: test input generation, error detection, error diagnosis, and error correction. The test input vectors generated in the rst phase are used to drive the design emulation. While primary inputs, cuts and outputs are stored in the permanent storage of the supervising workstation, error detection techniques are deployed to signal to the workstation whether the emulation should be terminated. Upon error detection, the error has to be localized and characterized. This is done by running the design simulation on a workstation starting from a designer selected breakpoint. The computation is successfully continued from the selected breakpoint due to the recorded cuts and their appropriate primary inputs and outputs. Error is diagnosed using a symbiosis of the design simulation and emulation. Design simulation is used for accurate, but slow, system function test, while the emulation is used for fast execution of the test input vectors. The exchange of information between the simulation and emulation domain is accomplished by controlling and observing breakpoints' complete cuts of both test domains. Upon error diagnosis either the emulator is updated or built-in fault tolerance mechanisms are activated. The ability to read/write breakpoint cuts from/to the emulated/fabricated design is enabled by the design-for-debugging postprocessing step. It inserts hardware resources into the initial design speci cation.
In this paper we de ne and establish the complexity of the optimization problems involved in the design-for-debugging postprocessing phase. The developed set of optimization tools aims to add minimum hardware overhead, and still provide e cient integration of the two functional testing domains. The applied algorithms are constructed using a least-constraining most-constrained heuristic methodology. The e ciency of the developed algorithms is tested on a set of real-life examples where full design observability and controllability is provided with exceptionally low implementation overhead.
Motivational Example
The diagnosis approach and accompanying optimization issues are illustrated using 4th order continued fraction in nite impulse response (CF IIR) lter Cro75]. Figure 3a shows the control data ow graph for this popular lter structure. On Figure 3b the computation control ow graph is presented with respect to the particular control step. Recall that the goal of the design-for-debugging step is to allocate minimal hardware resources to enable computation observability and controllability. One possible solution would be to select variables D1, D2, D3, and D4 (dotted lines in Figure 3b ) as a complete cut. Since all variables of that cut are concurrently alive, they have to be stored in four di erent registers. In order to provide design full controllability and observability, the designer has to have the ability to read/write into those registers from the designated I/O pins. Since four registers are in the cut, four sets of register-to-I/O connections have to be allocated in order to enable variable observability and controllability.
If the cut is de ned among the output variables of adders A2, A4, A6, and A8 (bold lines in Figure 3b ), only one register is required to hold the values of all those variables, since they are not alive simultaneously during the computation. In this case only one instance of the selection hardware is dedicated to the register which holds the cut. Cut dispensing is performed in four consecutive control steps (cycles 2, 3, 4, and 5). Note that in both cases the variable included in the cut but not mentioned is the actual output of the chip. The primary output of the computation is always used as a part of the complete cut since its dispensing is inevitable.
Paper Organization
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. In order to properly position the proposed research, we survey related work on hardware and applicable software debugging techniques in Section 2. Section 3 presents the assumed hardware and computational models, outlines a typical debugging ow and states the key assumptions drawn for our debugging technique. The idea of a cut-based integrated debugging is extrapolated in Section 4. Section 5 describes the design-for-debugging postprocessing step, the associated optimization problems and the developed heuristic design tools. Section 6 and 7 present the experimental results and this paper's conclusion respectively.
Related Work
Debugging is as old as building digital computing systems. Initially debugging was relatively rarely addressed in research literature due to its exceptional conceptual complexity Bal69], Hen82]. The situation changed and, consequently, debugging was recognized as a crucial digital system design activity.
By ]. An in-circuit emulator of a processor is a system that can imitate the mechanical (e.g. pin compatibility), electrical (e.g. voltage level, loading), and functional (e.g. memory read/write cycle) behavior of the microprocessor. Moreover, the internal states and operations of the emulated processor are fully observable and controllable by the user Chi94]. While some in-circuit emulators are provided by manufacturing houses, a number of in-circuit emulators are built by developers of applications Chi94]. The major drawback of in-circuit emulation is high cost. An interesting alternative to in-circuit emulation is used during development of new microprocessors (e.g. as one o ered by Quickturn, Mentorgraphics). The processor model is ported onto a logic design hardware model comprised of an array of rapidly prototyping modules. Hence, both high speed execution and relatively high observability and controllability of all registers are provided. For example, this methodology has been used during development of Intel's Pentium processor Sai93] . While this approach is signi cantly faster than typical software simulation, it is still slower by 2 orders of magnitude than the real operation speed Sai93].
In the CAD domain, Powley and De Groat had recently developed a VHDL model for an embedded controller Pow94]. The model supported debugging of the application software. In order to speed-up the design validation process, Naganuma et al. Nag94] combined structured analysis approaches Nar91] with algorithmic debugging techniques from logic programming Sha83] to speed-up design validation process. Potkonjak et al. Pot95] propose a technique for design-for-debugging. Their technique focuses only on the error diagnosis phase. It assumes that the designer speci es the debugging variables at design time and only provides controllability and observability of the speci ed variables. The technique is applicable only to hardwired ASIC designs, and assumes a single functional fault tolerance.
Preliminaries
In order to make the paper self-contained, in this section we outline all relevant design debugging and design-for-debugging background material.
Computation and Hardware Model
For the sake of brevity and conceptual simplicity all our illustration examples follow a synchronous computation data ow model Lee87]. Nevertheless, the restrictions imposed on the assumed computation model by the proposed set of debugging techniques are very mild. We assume fully deterministic hardware behavior and its continuous semi-in nite operation mode (not necessarily periodic).
We do not impose any register-transfer level restrictions on the interconnection scheme of the assumed hardware model. Registers may or may not be grouped in register les. Each hardware resource can be connected in an arbitrary way to another hardware resource.
Debugging Process
After the functional design of a hardware component is speci ed, functional debugging is used to partially or fully verify and validate the design scheme. In search for an error, a number of steps are taken. They can be partitioned into the following four debugging phases.
Test Input Generation. In the rst phase of debugging, the goal is to generate and execute the input data likely to make functional errors visible. In order to create the most promising set of input vectors designer's intuition can be used as well as such sophisticated methods as specialized databases or expert systems.
Error Detection. The designer discovers that the design does not function correctly for a particular input. The discovery can be obtained either by output matching software run by the supervising workstation or de ning design-internal error events at design time. Upon an event which undoubtly speci es functional error, the chip signals the supervising station to terminate the emulation.
Error Diagnosis. In the third phase the designer identi es the statement or section of code which causes incorrect behavior. To facilitate error correction we develop a technique to integrate emulation and simulation in such a way as to combine advantages of the two and to eliminate their disadvantages. Design emulation is used for a fast testing of the targeted functionality while simulation is used to provide complete controllability and observability of all variables.
Error Correction. In the nal phase the faulty section or statement responsible for the observed fault is replaced by the corrected section. The design is recompiled if simulated, or its speci cation is updated and the design is, again, emulated or fabricated.
Debugging: Constraints and Objectives
The four key debugging assumptions are listed bellow.
The design is fully speci ed and its functionality and realization is not disturbed by the debugging process with the exception of enabling the user to write into speci c controllable variables. A fully speci ed design is one, where each operation, variable, and data transfer is scheduled and assigned to a particular instance of hardware resource in one or more control steps. In many cases, in software debuggers, the usage of debugging methods modi es the program ow of execution and sometimes even its behavior. This is often quoted as an exceptionally unpleasant phenomenon, named Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle ("Heisenbug") as applied to debugging Gai85]. Our key premise is that an addition of a small amount of debugging hardware is su cient to completely eliminate the Heisenberg Debugging Uncertainty Principle.
In order to support debugging, we allocate additional debugging hardware to satisfy all debugging requirements. The goal is to add as little as possible hardware. In particular, we do not allow increase in the number of I/O pins, since this is a constraint which dominates other hardware constraints in modern designs.
For proper debugging support, all variables in the optimal cut should be controllable and observable in the same iteration of the computation.
Controllable and observable variable selection decisions are not known at compile or syn-thesis time. Therefore, the goal is to enable simultaneous complete controllability and observability of all user de ned variables.
The New Approach: Cut-Based Integrated Debugging Flow
The key idea behind the cut-based approach for the integration of simulation and emulation is to leverage on the strong aspects of each of the execution domains and to eliminate their disadvantages. Simulation provides complete controllability and observability of all variables in the design. However, this comes at the expense of very slow execution. Depending on the simulation modeling accuracy, it is reported that simulation results in a two to ten order of magnitude slowdown Ros95], Ziv96]. On the other hand a fabricated design or its emulation provides real-time or near real-time speed of execution. Due to strict pin limitations, the speed of execution comes at the expense of a very limited and at best cumbersome controllability and observability.
Our new approach combines the two execution domains to provide fast, observable and controllable functional debugging. The essence of the idea is the establishment of the concept of a complete cut. This concept provides information exchange between the two execution domains with small hardware overhead. In addition, the functional and timing speci cation design aspects are not a ected.
De nition. A complete cut is subset of variables which contains su cient information required to correctly continue the computation with respect to any incoming set of primary inputs.
Thus, a complete cut corresponds to a subset of variables in the computation which bisect all paths between the states that delimit successive iterations of the computation. Clearly, if one has complete controllability and observability over the values for all variables in the complete cut for a speci c breakpoint, the computation can be continued functionwise correctly from that breakpoint. In a sense, the cut contains the complete information about the complete history of the computation process and its primary inputs until a given point in time (breakpoint). For the sake of brevity, from now on when we say cut, we mean a complete cut.
Our cut-based functional debugging approach is conducted using the following two phases of the design and debugging process:
Design postprocessing -De ning the cut from the initial design speci cation at the functional level; -Augmentation of the design speci cation with cut statements which support controllability and observability when the design is executed in a debug mode; and Error diagnosis -Simultaneous and coordinated design execution of the fabricated or emulated design and the appropriate simulator for e cient error diagnosis.
In the rst phase, a computation iteration at the behavioral-level of speci cation is logically partitioned into two or more components such that the cut between the partitions is complete. If the cut bipartitions the computation, we call the cut simple. The synthesis support for exchange of information between simulation and emulation has the following three degrees of design freedom:
The determination of variables which form the cut;
The determination of the exact control step when a particular variable is read from its register or replaced by a user speci ed value.
The assignment of speci c sets of I/O pins used to transfer variables to or from the chip.
It is important to notice the optimization tradeo s involved in determining the optimal cut. The optimization procedure has a unique goal: to add minimum hardware resources into the initial design, while obtaining its full controllability and observability.
A cut with minimum number of variables seems to be an attractive solution. If those variables are simultaneously alive, more registers storing the cut-set variables have to be provided with register-to-I/O pin interconnects. Cuts which encapsulate the life-time exibility of its variables and the smallest number of machine registers which store them, are favorable. Once an optimal cut is found, the next design problem is to de ne the sequence of control steps in which the variables are dispensed out of the chip. The dispensing freedom is limited due to the control steps when the I/O pins are busy.
The second phase of the synthesis approach is feasible once cut selection and output variable scheduling is performed, i.e. slicing information is obtained. Then, the initial speci cation is augmented with resources which enable design observability and controllability. For example, the following input operation is incorporated to provide complete controllability of variable V ar 1 using user speci ed input variable Input 1 :
if (DEBUG) then V ar 1 = Input 1 ;
After the chip prototype is fabricated or emulated, number of actions are taken in order to debug the functionality of the design. The debugging environment consists of a workstation and fabricated integrated circuit or emulation testbed which interfaces with the workstation. Although in the proposed approach all described four phases of the debugging process share some information, the phases are conceptually self-contained and the software is fully modular.
The designer starts the debugging process by preparing a set of test inputs intuitively or using a software tool which searches the test input generation database. Once the test vectors are determined, functional testing of the fabricated or emulated chip starts at the emulation testbed. While test inputs are forwarded to the chip, the workstation stores the debugging information in its permanent storage using its le system. For each iteration of the computation, its primary inputs, complete cut and resulting outputs are stored into a workstation supervised cut-database.
An e cient error detection mechanism has to be provided in order to terminate the emulation upon functional misbehavior of the design. There are several ways how this can be accomplished. One approach is to compare the outputs with the precomputed expected output values. Sometimes (as in compression/decompression or sorting) it is easy to check the correctness of the result. If the computation result is not predictable, the debugged chip, as an alterantive, signals the workstation on a user prede ned design-internal event (over ow, sign of variables, exception handling etc.). In both cases the emulation is terminated upon mismatched output or signalized internal error.
If error detection results in discovering chip malfunction, the next step in the debugging ow is to provide the designer with a set of tools to easily diagnose, i.e. locate and characterize the error. At this point the cut-database is searched for cuts which might point and clear out the error. The designer, guided by a debugging guidance tool, selects the most suspicious cut and runs a cycle-accurate chip simulation on the workstation. If the simulator provides su cient information, the error can be discovered at that point. Otherwise the designer continues the investigation by intuitively modifying internal registers which are likely to discover the error. The modi cation is followed by the simulation of the next iteration's cut. Once the cut is retrieved from the cycle-accurate simulator, all variables in the cut-set are injected into the design emulator while tempering the appropriate input vector. The generated outputs in the following few iterations are likely to uncover the suspected error. If the design is emulated, its speci cation is updated and the emulation is repeated. On the other hand, if the design is fabricated, error correction is expensive due manufacturing costs. In that case, built-in functional fault tolerant hardware resources might help overcoming some errors. Finally, the designer iterates the described functional debugging process until certain level of con dence in the functional correctness of the design is not established.
Synthesis for Debugging
In this section we overview the key optimization aspects for integrating debugging resources into the initial design. The key issues in the design-for-debugging ow are recognized and their computational complexity is established. Problem descriptions are followed by a set of global leastconstraining most-constrained optimization techniques developed to provide low cost support for functional debugging.
Synthesis Flow
As concluded in the previous section, the debugging ow relies entirely on the computation controllability and observability. On the other hand, the main property of the proposed approach is to keep the initial design speci cation intact. Therefore, a set of CAD tools is developed to add minimal hardware resources to the existing design speci cation so that it becomes fully controllable and observable. The determination and integration of the inserted debugging resources is performed by a number of fully modular tasks. First, the optimal cut is selected based on the analysis of the computation control data ow graph (CDFG). The goal is to select a set of variables which represent a CDFG cut such that all variables in the set are stored in minimal number of registers. In addition to that, the computation graph and timing bounds have to allow all variables in the cut-set to be output from the chip through a designated set of I/O pads within a single computation iteration.
The synthesis ow resumes searching for an optimal output scheduling of the cut-set variables. The schedule has to be determined so that the number of connections between the output pins and registers containing the cut-set variables is minimal. After cut-set variables are assigned and scheduled, the initial speci cation is updated with the set of resources which enable cut output. The chip is then ready to be fabricated or emulated.
Synthesis Optimization Problems Formulation and Their Complexity
The design ow points out to three fundamental problems which enable optimal integration of debugging resources with the initial design speci cation. In the rst phase of the design-fordebugging ow we consider two fundamental problems: cut selection and checking whether the cut-set can be scheduled out from the chip. In the second phase, when the optimal cut-set is de ned, the problem that arises is how to schedule the cut-set variables to speci c I/O pins in such a way that minimal number of register-to-port connections are inserted into the initial design speci cation.
Cut Selection
The goal is to nd a cut-set of variables S which bipartitions the control data ow graph into two subgraphs such that there exists no path in the initial CDFG which connects the two partitions and does not require computation of at least one variable in the set. In addition to that, the variable set has to be of minimal cardinality of registers that store the cut variables. Since even the problem of proving whether an arbitrary set of variables represents a CDFG cut is a polynomial problem with linear complexity, we choose problem transformation and partitioning as the fundamental approach to search the solution space. In order to explain this problem in detail and describe the developed heuristics, we introduce a set of de nitions.
De nition 1. A scheduled CDFG is given for each variable V i : the control step C start i when it is created and the control steps C first i , C last i when V i is used for the rst and last time respectively.
De nition 2. An assigned CDFG has all its variables assigned to distinct registers. De nition 3. The read life-time of variable V stored in register R begins at the control step when variable V is computed until the control step when variable V is overwritten by another variable W or it is recomputed. In the latter case the read life-time of a variable spans across the entire iteration.
De nition 4. Write life-time of variable V stored in register R starts at the control step when variable V is computed and ends at the control step when variable V is used for the rst time.
De nition 5. An input sensitive graph -ISG -is a directed graph with multiple input nodes and a single output node. An arbitrary number of edges is connected to a single input or single output. At most one edge connects one output and one input.
De nition 6. A port is a set of K I/O pins. When variable V is assigned to port P, then V is output or input in its entirety through port P in one control step. Before we conclude with the algorithm description, note that only observability-related algorithms are presented further in the text. Algorithms that support controllability are absolutely identical with the exception that write life-times are used instead of read life-times. If the same cut is used for observing and controlling the computation, it should be determined by the controllable version of the proposed algorithms. For the sake of brevity and simplicity, the general case, when di erent control and observation cut-sets may be employed, is not addressed in this paper.
The initial problem formulation is determined using the standard Garey-Johnson format Gar79]:
PROBLEM: Optimal Cut-Set for Debugging. INSTANCE: Control data ow graph G with read life-times of its variables, variable-toregister assignments, P ports, and the associated set S of control steps when each port is busy.
QUESTION: Is there a subset of variables V such that each path in the control data ow graph G contains at least one variable V i 2 V , the cardinality of the set of registers that contains each variable V j 2 V equals K, and there exists such schedule that each variable V j 2 V can be output through P ports at control steps not included in S?
The NP-completeness of this problem is proved by applying Karp's polynomial set of transformations on an arbitrary restricted instance of the initial problem, reduced to a well known NP-complete problem. In our case we restrict the problem of the optimal cut-set for debugging to FEEDBACK ARC SET (GT8, pp.192, Gar79]) by assuming that no hardware sharing is possible, We develop a global least-constraining most-constrained heuristic which constructs its solution based on the analysis of the ISG presentation of the initial CDFG. The pseudo-code of the heuristic is presented in Figure 6 . The ISG is built from the CDFG according to the pseudo-code in Figure  7 . An important step in the algorithm is the input-sensitive transitive closure operation performed on the ISG. This operation is described using the pseudo-code in Figure 8 . An example how ISG is constructed can be observed from Figure 5 . It shows a CDFG and its associated ISG. The dotted edges are added while applying the input-sensitive transitive closure procedure.
Using the de nition of scheduled and assigned input sensitive graph, the initial problem can be reformulated into the following standard Garey-Johnson format:
PROBLEM: Optimal Input Dominating Set of an Input Sensitive Graph. INSTANCE: Input sensitive graph G with read life-times of its variables, variable-to-register assignments. P ports and associated set S of control steps when each port is busy.
QUESTION: Is there an input dominating set of variables V such that each input is covered with at least one variable in V , the cardinality of the set of registers that contains all variables from V equals K, and there exists a schedule such that all variables in V can be output through P ports at control steps not included in S? The NP-completeness of this problem is proved by applying Karp's polynomial set of transformations on an arbitrary restricted instance of the initial problem, reduced to a well known NP-complete problem. In our case we restrict the problem of an optimal input dominating set of an input sensitive graph to GRAPH DOMINATING SET (GT2, pp.190, Gar79]). The restriction simpli es the input sensitive graph ISG in such a way that each node has only one input and each variable V i 2 ISG is stored in separate register R i .
Preprocessing: Set of primary output variables V output i 2 ISG is static part of the cut.
Variables read-alive during the entire iteration are static part of the optimal cut. Return: CS as the optimal input dominating set (optimal cut-set).
Figure 9: Algorithm that searches for the optimal input dominating set.
Although greedy heuristic algorithms can be employed, experimentation suggests that the following global probabilistic most-constrained least-constraining heuristic obtains the best results. The pseudo-code of the proposed heuristic technique is presented in Figure 9 .
The objective function that evaluates the proposed cut-sets is run-time dependent. In the beginning, the algorithm favors solutions with as few as possible storing registers. As the search progresses, the cost's dominating factor becomes the equilibrium of read life-time periods of all selected variables along the computation iteration. This approach enables more assignment freedom when the nal variable-to-port scheduling is performed. The algorithm can be easily described using Figure 10 where several cuts can be proposed during the most-constrained least-constraining probabilistic search (e.g. fC, Bg, fC, Dg,...) but the one with the lowest cost is fDg. Note that the primary output E is always part of the optimal cut.
Cut-Set Output Scheduling
The chip has to be able to output all variables in the cut-set through a limited number of I/O ports within a single computation iteration. Since this procedure is invoked every time a candidate cut-set is found, we propose a most-constrained least-constraining heuristic technique to solve this problem. The problem is formulated using the following format:
PROBLEM: Output Scheduling of a Set of Variables in a Control Data Flow Graph.
INSTANCE: Set of variables V , each with its read life-time. P ports and associated set S of control steps when each port is busy.
QUESTION: Is there a schedule such that all variables in V can be output through P ports at control steps not included in S?
The NP-completeness of this problem is proved by applying Karp's polynomial set of trans-formations on an arbitrary restricted instance of the initial problem, reduced to a well known NP-complete problem. In our case we restrict the problem of output scheduling of a set of variables in a CDFG to SEQUENCING WITH RELEASE TIMES AND DEADLINES (SS1, pp.236, Gar79]) by selecting only those variables in V that are not in the set of state (delay) variables D.
The heuristic developed for this problem assigns variables to ports in the following greedy way.
First, the constraint of each control step C i in the scheduled and assigned CDFG is calculated as the number C var i of variables being read-alive during that control step. For each variable V i , its constraint is computed as a sum of C var j , where j is in the set of control steps when V i is read alive. Consequently, the most constrained variable is assigned to the least constraining control step. The process of computing constraints and scheduling variables to distinct control steps is iterated until all variables in the cut-set are not output scheduled. Pseudo-code of the proposed most-constrained least-constraining heuristic is presented in Figure 11 .
1 Repeat until all variables are not scheduled to control step C k which has min(C var k ) and any port P x still available at C k . ReadAlive(V i ; C j ) returns 1 if V i is read-alive at C j . Otherwise, it returns zero. ReadLifeTime(V i ) returns the number of control steps for which V i is read-alive. The algorithm can be easily described using the example in Figure 12 . There are 12 variables in the cut-set and three output ports which are all busy during control step C 4 . The schedule is found using the described heuristic by sequentially assigning variables to ports as depicted.
First, variables V 1 , V 8 , and V 12 are scheduled to C 5 , and V 11 to C 3 since they do not have other choice. In the next step, since all ports are used in C 5 , we schedule V 9 to C 1 and V 6 to C 3 . Next, variable V 10 is the most-constrained according to the formula in pseudo-code so we schedule it to its least-constraining control step C 2 . Then V 7 and V 5 have no choice and have to be scheduled at C 2 . Finally, V 2 , V 3 , and V 4 are scheduled according to already described principles to C 1 and C 2 . 
Variable-to-Port Scheduling
The second phase of the synthesis for debugging process has as an input the selected cut-set from the rst phase and the information about the read life-times of each variable as well as its storing register. The available number of output ports is also available. The key design question is to assign each cut-set variable to a speci c output port in such a way that the number of connections between registers and I/O ports is minimal. We present the problem in the standard Garey-Johnson format:
PROBLEM: Optimal Output Scheduling of a Set of Variables in a Control Data Flow Graph for Debugging.
INSTANCE: Set of variables V , each with its read life-time and designated register. P ports and associated set S of control steps when each port is busy.
QUESTION: Is there a schedule such that all variables can be output from the chip through P ports at control steps not included in S, and the cardinality of register-port connections equals K?
If the optimization demand in the problem is ignored, the proof that this problem is NP-complete is equivalent to the NP-completeness proof for the scheduling problem described in the previous subsection. The developed algorithm for this problem rst partitions the problem two fully modular optimization subproblems. Initially, register to port assignment is performed such that optimization requirements are met and variables of the proposed cut-set can be output through all designated ports. In the second phase, for each port, all variables that are assigned to it are scheduled for output.
For the assignment problem we develop a global most-constrained least-constraining heuristic described using the pseudo-code in Figure 13 . where ReadLifeTime(V i ) returns the number of control steps for which V i is read-alive. Similarly, the objective function that quanti es the constraint of port P x is: Cost(P x ) = P j=AllV ariables ReadLifeTime(V j ) Assigned(V j ;Px) 1+N umberOfRegistersAlreadyAssignedToPx where Assigned(V j ; P x ) returns 1 if V j is already assigned to P x . Otherwise, it returns 0.
In the conducted experiments we used a probabilistic version of the described heuristic which iteratively generated randomized solutions. The solutions were guided by the described objective functions augmented with a random o set.
The problem of assigning a set of variables with their read life-times to a single port is equivalent to the problem of maximum bipartite matching (pp. 601, Cor90]) which can be e ciently solved in polynomial time. A bipartite graph G for each port P is constructed. The rst partition of G contains a node for each control step in the computation iteration for which port P is not busy. A node in the other partition is created for each variable assigned to port P. Edges are drawn between each node which represents variable V and all nodes in the rst control-step partition associated with control steps for which V is read-alive. To e ciently solve this problem we use Ford-Fulkerson method which runs in O(V E), where V is the number of vertices and E is the number of edges in graph G Cor90].
Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the developed debugging technique and synthesized algorithms and tools, we applied the new design-for-debugging approach on several real-life designs Rab91]. Table 1 shows the experimental results. The rst column indicates the name of the evaluated design. For each design we conducted four di erent hardware overhead experimentations. The rst and second row stand for non-optimized design speci cation, whereas the third and fourth row stand for highly optimized designs. We used HYPER Rab91] as a behavioral level synthesis tool. Each design was synthesized using the initial and HYPER optimized behavioral speci cation. Optimization in HYPER was performed using powerful scripts for speed optimization Hon97].
Next ve columns describe the behavioral structure of the design. In order to explore the impact of di erent timing constraints on the debugging overhead, for each design, optimized and non-optimized, two studies were performed. In the odd rows we evaluate the case when the number of available control steps is equal to the length of the critical path, while in even rows designs are given twice as many control steps. Then, the length of the critical path in the computation is shown followed by the total number of variables. Note that optimized designs have much shorter critical paths and therefore, higher sampling rates. In addition, the number of registers required to accomplish the computation as well as the number of boundary variables are presented in the sixth and seventh column respectively.
The performed design-for-debugging analysis generated complete cuts displayed in columns eight and nine. First, number of variables included in the cut is presented and then the number of register-to-port connections required to schedule the injection and dispensing of the selected cut. In most cases, including all designs obtained without optimizations using transformations, only one already available I/O port was su cient to support full observability and controllability. However, in several cases, we needed to add ports to the initial design speci cation in order to obtain with feasible I/O schedules. The number of added ports is presented in the last column. Note that port addition occurred only for highly optimized designs with exceptionally high sampling rates. For example, the optimized wavelet lter and digital to analog converter have complete cuts with 15 and 78 variables which had to be dispensed in 1 and 5 control steps respectively. Under the speci ed control circumstances, scheduling was infeasible due to the drastically reduced number of control steps for which I/O ports were not busy conveying primary input and output data. This inevitably resulted in adding 15 and 18 ports to the optimized initial speci cations of the wavelet lter and digital to analog converter respectively. Most importantly, such drastically optimized designs are rarely met in real-life applications.
To summarize, as an example, the non-optimized modem lter, shown in row nine, computes 33 variables, stores them in 16 registers, has 8 states between two iterations, has a critical path of 10 variables, and has 10 control steps per single iteration, was provided full design controllability and observability with a complete cut which consisted of 12 variables. Only two registers were used to store these 12 variables which resulted in low hardware overhead. No additional ports were required to support cut-set scheduling.
Conclusion
The run-time of a design simulation results in several orders of magnitude slower functional execution than chip emulation or ASIC implementation. Design emulation and implementation signi cantly restrict design controllability and observability during functional debugging. We introduced a new cut-based functional debugging paradigm which integrates design emulation and simulation in such a way that advantages of both domains are fully utilized. These features require a speci c design approach to enable high speed debugging with complete observability and controllability. We identi ed the associated optimization synthesis tasks, established their computational complexity, and developed global heuristics to solve them. The experimental results clearly indicate the power of the new approach and debugging tool on a number of real-life design examples with minimal hardware overhead.
